Still Video Digital Documentation of Gels, Autorads and Elisa Plates Just Became . . .

1. Fully integrated system with powerful state-of-the-art electronics

2. Uniquely progressive optics: easy-to-focus television zoom lens, closeup adapter and UV-selective filter

3. Sensitivity heightened by computer integration . . . So even faint bands appear in high-resolution display

4. Built-in light-tight dark room accommodates virtually any illumination device

5. Roll-out transilluminator tray for quick, easy access to gels
10 Times Smarter

Eagle Sight™ Windows®
Software for intuitive control
of imaging

Effortless “touch-screen” user
interface with light pen, out of
reach of chemical splashes

Sharp thermal prints in
seconds at 1/10th the cost
of instant photos

Images saved as electronic TIFF
files... On system’s hard disk or
on floppies for publication, slide-
making and analysis on PC or
Macintosh™ work stations

Multiple applications: stained nucleic
acid or protein gels, TLC plates, blots,
ELISA plates, autoradiographs and
more...

The future of still video imaging for laboratory documentation has arrived:
The Eagle Eye™ II still video system from Stratagene.

This most advanced still video system is a fully integrated system that
combines progressive imaging electronics with powerful computer control and
sensitive CCD optics. The Eagle Eye II still video system produces publica-
tion-quality images.

The Eagle Eye II still video system focuses on the method, the user, the results.
The system has a built-in dark room which lets you capture your data at the
bench.

Images can be instantly printed or saved as electronic files for analysis and
used in slides and publications. The simplicity of our Eagle Sight™ software
provides unparalleled control of imaging. The camera’s unique television
zoom lens provides extremely sharp prints.

So bring our gel documentation system and portable dark room to your
bench. The Eagle Eye II is here. Let us show you our vision of the future.

Call Stratagene today to set up a demo of the Eagle Eye II system in your lab.
In the US... call 1-800-424-5444 ext. DEMO (3566). Overseas... call
06221-400687 in Germany, 01-3641106 in Switzerland, 0223-420219 in the
UK. Or call the distributor nearest you.

Eagle Eye™ II Still Video System
Catalog #400218, 100/120 V
Catalog #400219, 220 V

Macintosh® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation

USA:
Corporate Headquarters
Telephone: 800-424-5444
Fax: 619-535-0034

Germany:
Stratagene GmbH
Telephone: (06221) 40 06 34
Telefax: (06221) 40 06 39

United Kingdom:
Stratagene Ltd.
Telephone: (0223) 42 09 55
Telefax: (0223) 42 02 34

France:
Stratagene France
Telephone: (0590) 72 36
Telefax: (1) 44 28 19 00

Switzerland:
Stratagene GmbH
Telephone: 01-3641106
Telefax: 01-3657707
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Sensitive touch

The disc-like adhesive pads on the hands and toes of the tree frog enable this nimble creature to perform the most sensitive acrobatic maneuvers. From often perilous heights, the tree frog clings to the most delicate twigs as it leaps from branch to branch in pursuit of insect prey.

The Boehringer Mannheim Genius® System makes sensitive scientific procedures equally as swift and safe. In hours—not days—probes prepared with the Genius System can detect single copy genes in as little as 1 μg of DNA in a genomic Southern blot, and are guaranteed to detect 0.03 pg of DNA in a direct dot blot.

But unlike other nonradioactive methods, the Genius System uses a unique antibody-based protocol that minimizes background interference, maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio, and produces your results faster.

Safety and sensitivity combined

Every time you make a Southern blot or dot/slot blot, screen a library or conduct an in situ hybridization with radioactive methods, you expose yourself and those around you to the risks of radiation. Every time you use the Genius System to perform these same procedures, you receive the assured safety that only nonradioactive products provide, along with guaranteed sensitivity and specificity.

Sensitivity to your needs

Boehringer Mannheim’s user-training programs and technical support personnel can help make your conversion to nonradioactive DNA labeling and detection procedures smooth and trouble-free. Contact your Boehringer Mannheim representative or call 1-800-262-4911 (514-666-7141 in Canada).
Leaving the Limits Behind
Spindle diversity diagram for Heteroptera (true bugs) from 250 million years ago to the present, representing 39 families at its widest extent; a typical heteropteran adult (stink bug) is depicted at the top. Data from the fossil record indicate that modern insect diversity results from low extinction rates rather than high origination rates. See page 310. Insets: early Oligocene insects—from Baltic amber, a scuttle fly (left) and an ant (bottom), and from the Flornissant beds, a March fly (right). [Illustration: Finnegan Marsh]
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Eppendorf® spins out two new winners.

Two new Micro Centrifuges that make your work faster, easier, and safer.

One has refrigeration. The new Model 5402 Refrigerated Micro Centrifuge spins heat-sensitive samples at temperatures as low as -9°C, bringing the cold room to your benchtop.

Both control aerosols. The refrigerated model and the new Model 5415C Micro Centrifuge both use new, easily interchangeable rotors with lids for added quiet, convenience, and safety.

Call 800-645-3050; in New York, 516-334-7500, for more information. Or write Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Cantiague Road, Westbury, NY 11590. (In Canada: 416-675-7911; 50 Galaxy Blvd., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 4Y5)

*At 12,500 rpm.

For information circle reader service number 19
For a demonstration circle reader service number 20
Turn PCR Performance Into Sequencing Power.

Rapid PCR cycles. Oil-free, low-volume reaction mixes. Demonstrated reproducibility. Only the GeneAmp® PCR System 9600 gives you the throughput, reliability and convenience you need to achieve the highest level of productivity in cycle sequencing. Only the GeneAmp PCR System 9600 delivers the high PCR performance demanded by leading sequencing labs.

To ensure consistent sequencing results, the GeneAmp PCR System 9600 integrates innovative instrument design with advanced MicroAmp™ Reaction Tubes, the Perkin-Elmer AmpliTaq® Cycle Sequencing Kit and proven protocols. All backed by the expertise, experience and commitment of Perkin-Elmer's worldwide technical support organization. A commitment reaffirmed every day, sample to sample, by our PCR Performance Guarantee.

Free technical notes. To receive the latest information on PCR and cycle sequencing, contact your local Perkin-Elmer sales representative or call 1-800-762-4000. To order, call 1-800-762-4002. Outside the U.S., contact your Perkin-Elmer sales representative.
A Scientific Approach to Governing

Science. Dr. Notall, you are one of the great political scientists of all time, the man who engineered Harry Truman’s comeback, the man who wrote Winston Churchill’s speeches, the man who got Arthur elected King of the Round Table.

Notall. A vast understatement of my true worth.

Science. Have you come up with any new ideas on the political scene?

Notall. Of course. I have a brilliant new idea which avoids the vicious dictatorships of the right and the left and the impotence and gridlock of democracy and will solve the problems of automation, diversity, and overpopulation.

Science. And what brilliant new device could possibly do that?

Notall. It is called a “benevolent dictatorship.”

Science. Could anyone ever find a benevolent dictator one could trust?

Notall. I have just spent the weekend at Monticello going into the background and career of Thomas Jefferson, statesman, scientist, diplomat, inventor, activist, revolutionary, and member of the establishment.

Science. What was his attitude toward science?

Notall. He was always a great supporter of science and considered that the three greatest men in the world at the time (whose pictures he hung on the walls of his house) were Newton, Locke, and Bacon. He not only supported science funding but believed science was the mechanism for improving the standard of living, and he was himself an inventor and innovator.

Science. But could he perform the role of a dictator?

Notall. Not only was he able to push most of his proposals through an extremely balky and fractionated legislature, but he founded the University of Virginia, designed its architecture, and then supervised its construction by observing it through a telescope from his plantation. He selected all the initial professors for the university.

Science. Was Jefferson environmentally sound?

Notall. He voluntarily gave up growing tobacco a century ahead of the first surgeon general’s report.

Science. Isn’t there one small problem, namely, that Jefferson is dead?

Notall. Quite the contrary. Today presidents are supported by image-makers, and the candidate’s image turns out to be far more important than what he really does. If you are dead you can’t make mistakes, and your image-makers can develop a consistent reputation without any new changes of mind that would be confusing to the voters and disastrous for legislative success. Most people believe that a secret Machiavellian group is governing any president or prime minister anyway, and therefore it would not be surprising to them that the leader is actually dead instead of just sleeping. Confirmation of their deepest conspiratorial suspicions should make them happy. The minor campaigning disadvantages are easily offset by the fact that there are already busts and statues of Jefferson all over the country, and there is no problem of name recognition.

Science. What was his approach to social security and health care?

Notall. Jefferson was particularly solicitous of his slaves’ welfare, educating them to help increase their skills and providing for security and the best health care that era could offer.

Science. Slaves! How could you even suggest a man who kept slaves.

Notall. Jefferson called the whole system of slavery an “abomination” and worked to abolish it. This type of ambiguity is a political advantage because the public who sees a person on both sides of an issue always assumes the candidate’s heart is on their side, but that his words to the opposition are campaign oratory. Individuals of high principles who stick to one viewpoint rarely get elected.

Science. Dr. Notall, are there any other political devices that you are inventing to strengthen modern leaders?

Notall. I have been looking into (i) “ruling by decree” as an alternative to legislative gridlock, (ii) “divine right of kings” as an alternative to lengthy and costly campaigns, and (iii) “off with their heads” as a more effective way of dealing with the opposition than negative campaigning.

Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.
**Take a Load Off Your Mind.**

*How big a sample size do I need?*  
*What do the results mean?*  
*Is it valid?*  
*What test should I use?*

---

**SigmaStat™ software makes it easy to get statistics you can understand.**

Not everyone is a statistician. Or needs to be. But anyone who does real-world research needs accurate, understandable results.

That's why Jandel created SigmaStat for your PC. SigmaStat makes it easy to get the statistics you need the most, including t-tests, analysis of variance, non-parametric methods, regressions, power and sample size. Just enter your analysis goals and data. SigmaStat helps you select the best analysis method and automatically performs the test.

Even if you're not a statistics genius, SigmaStat makes you look like one. It automatically checks the method you've selected to make sure it's valid for your data. If any assumptions are violated, SigmaStat suggests and computes a more appropriate alternative.

Missing data? No problem. SigmaStat automatically handles all of your data with a sophisticated general linear model that gives you more complete results—and more meaningful conclusions.

Speaking of results, SigmaStat generates a detailed descriptive report for every test you run. You can edit or print your reports at any time, and use Jandel's SigmaPlot® software to create custom graphs.

Jandel PC software solutions are used by over 55,000 researchers worldwide to make data analysis easier. Like all our products, SigmaStat comes with a 90-day, money-back guarantee. So, if you're not a statistics expert, but need expert statistics, call 800-874-1888 for a free brochure. And find out how SigmaStat can put your mind at ease.
Biopesticides

The article “Research community swats grasshopper control trial” by Billy Goodman (News & Comment, 14 May, p. 887) illustrates a flaw in the evaluations of microbial insecticides as alternatives to synthetic chemical pesticides. Although biological pesticides do not create problems such as ground-water contamination and vertebrate toxicity, the ability of biopesticides to replicate and disperse throughout an ecosystem mandates that their potential interactions with nontarget organisms be carefully evaluated.

We feel that Jerry Onsager’s remark that “you either grit your teeth and take chances or spend the rest of your career doing cage studies . . .” is an overstatement of the problem of making such evaluations. Clearly, host range studies of representative nontarget organisms, particularly beneficial invertebrates, could be conducted in reasonable time frames. Their results could then be evaluated by teams of experts in the fields of invertebrate and ecological sciences. Such studies would require far less time and resources than are required currently for the registration of chemical pesticides.

The potential problems of interactions between microbial insecticides and nontarget organisms are particularly important in considering the development of genetically enhanced microbial insecticides such as recombinant baculoviruses. In virtually all invertebrate host range studies with baculoviruses, symptomology has been the basis of assessment. Symptomless infections would have gone undetected. Accordingly, baculovirus infections of nontarget hosts may not have been properly assessed and the ecological consequences of their release not correctly evaluated. With genetically enhanced viral insecticides, inapparent virus infections could become lethal, depending on the properties of the toxins or hormones inserted into the virus to achieve enhanced pesticidal activity.

Whether naturally occurring or recombinant in origin, careful attention should be paid to the potential effects microbial pesticidal insects and nontarget hosts. However, even if host ranges include several nontarget hosts, the benefits of use as compared with alternative control strategies might outweigh the ecological costs.

H. Alan Wood
Patricia R. Hughes
Boyle Thompson Institute for Plant Research,
Tower Road,
Ithaca, NY 14853–1801

Tuberculosis Mortality Decline

Marcia Barinaga’s statement that, “when an antibiotic treatment for tuberculosis (TB) was found in the 1940s, the disease was transformed in the developed world from a lethal plague to a vanished and vanishing illness” (News & Comment, 7 May, p. 750), does not stand up to scrutiny. Deaths from TB were in substantial decline in the West by the latter half of the 19th century, a decline that continued unabated throughout the current century virtually unaffected by the development of chemotherapy in the 1940s or application of the bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine in the 1950s (1). That other infectious diseases were undergoing parallel decreases in deadliness implies that the improved TB survival rate was independent of specific advances in treatment. While a decreased incidence of infection probably contributed to the general decline in infectious disease death rates, other factors were involved as well. Tuberculosis is a case in point. As late as 1940, more than 95% of the population over the age of 45 had a positive tuberculin skin reaction despite an already low TB death rate in that age group (1). The affected population had thus become resistant to the most severe consequences of TB infection. It was this latter development, not the availability of drugs and vaccines, that played the major role in the decline in TB mortality.

Andrew L. Rubin
Medical Toxicology Branch,
Department of Pesticide Regulation,
California Environmental Protection Agency,
1220 N Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Primate Brain Measurements

Many so-called “new” ideas are well-forgotten old ones. We write to comment on Ann Gibbons’ article “Empathy and brain evolution” (News & Comment, 26 Feb., p. 1250) regarding Terrence Deacon’s “bold theory” about how the human brain evolved the unique capability to represent such complex symbols as other people’s
Announcing a Definitive New Guide to the Science Books that Delight, Inform, and Stimulate Young Minds

Science Books & Films’ BEST BOOKS FOR CHILDREN 1988–91

Maria Sosa and Shirley M. Malcom, editors

This reliable guide enables anyone to quickly and easily choose the best children’s science books, from a comprehensive list of those "recommended" or "highly recommended" by Science Books & Films, AAAS' official book review journal.

Each entry contains complete bibliographic and ordering information, plus extensive excerpts from the original SB&F review, including appropriate reading/interest level (kindergarten through grade 9). Virtually every subject area in the sciences is covered.

300 pages cloth ISBN 0-87168-505-1 #92-3084

Available now for only $40.00 (AAAS members, $32.00)

Mail order to AAAS Books, Department A75S, P.O. Box 753, Waldorf, MD 20604

Add $4 shipping per order. If you prefer, order by phone (VISA/ MasterCard only) (301) 645-5643 (9am-4pm ET) and ask for AAAS or Fax (301) 843-0159.
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Breast Cancer Incidence

Eliot Marshall, in his article "Search for a killer: Focus shifts from fat to hormones" (Breast Cancer Research, 29 Jan., p. 618), quotes a National Cancer Institute (NCI) biostatistician as concluding that "about
three-quarters of the [4% annual] rise [in breast cancer incidence] in the 1980s was due to the expanding use of mammography machines. The issue has, however, been studied directly, and the data tell a different story.

The acceleration in the rate of increase of breast cancer incidence evident in the 1980s was analyzed in two studies (1, 2), in which the medical records or tumor registry abstracts of population samples were reviewed. Liff et al. (1) found an increase in breast cancer incidence of 29% among whites and 41% among blacks between 1979 and 1986 in their analysis of SEER (surveillance, epidemiology, and end results) data from Atlanta. After reviewing the registry records of 200 patients, Liff et al. concluded that "mammographic detection of asymptomatic lesions accounted for only 20–40 percent of rising incidence among whites and only 13–25 percent among blacks."

Glass and Hoover (2), in analyzing the population-based tumor registry of Kaiser Permanente, found that "the overall age-adjusted rate of invasive [emphasis added] breast cancer rose 45% . . . in the period between 1960–1964 and 1980–1985" with "the greatest rise . . . in women 60 years of age or older (74%)." After reviewing the medical records of 1745 patients with invasive breast cancer, they concluded that "even under some extreme assumptions, these cases [detected by mammography] could only have accounted for less than one-third of the increase seen from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s."

To my knowledge, there are no data that contradict these findings. The 4% annual rise in the incidence of invasive or symptomatic breast cancer cannot be explained away by the increasing prevalence of screening mammography. The true cause(s) of this rise must be found.

Michael Swift
Division of Human Molecular Genetics,
New York Medical College,
4 Skyline Drive,
Hawthorne, NY 10532
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Cold Fusion Difficulty

Ivan Amato's article (Research News, 14 May, p. 895) about Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons' paper on calorimetric results in cold fusion (1) refers to me as saying that I "found the paper too difficult to assess with

If data analysis is weighing you down, GraphPad has an answer that will really help lighten the load.

Introducing InStat and InPlot, powerful and easy-to-use scientific software that make short work out of data analysis.

InStat, Instant Biostatistics.

Unlike heavy-duty programs designed for statisticians, InStat is designed for scientists. Even if your knowledge of statistics is a bit rusty, InStat's clear language makes it easy to calculate t tests, nonparametric tests, one-way ANOVA, chi-square, Fisher's test, linear regression and needed sample size. Not sure which test to use? Simply use the built-in help screens.

InPlot, Scientific Graphics.

InPlot makes it equally easy to quickly analyze your raw data and create polished graphs - complete with error bars, log axes and scientific symbols. Curve fitting with nonlinear regression has never been easier. There are even special features for radiogland binding and RIAs. And InPlot is so easy-to-learn, you can create your first graph in minutes.

Both programs are backed by an unconditional, 90-day guarantee and free technical support.*

Call (800) 388-4723 today for more information. And crunch your numbers in no time flat.

GraphPad
Intuitive software for science.

10855 Sorrento Valley Road, Suite 203 • San Diego, CA 92121 • USA
TEL. (800) 388-4723, (619) 457-3909 • FAX (619) 457-8141

*InPlot costs $395 and is a DOS program. InStat costs $95 and is available in DOS and MAC versions.
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any confidence." This construction of my remarks is unfortunate because it conveys the unintended impression that I lack confidence in the experimental results of these researchers, whereas I indicated only that the publication is too difficult to understand fully in the time that I had to study it. It is true that this publication will not convince the case-hardened skeptics, but, as I told Amato, high-grade caloriometry is not necessary to evoke the reality of anomalous ("excess") power generation during the boil-off period well documented by Fleischmann and Pons. This phenomenon, as well as the various manifestations contrary to classical nuclear physics observed by a considerable number of researchers, deserves continuing study supported by adequate funding despite the difficult-to-reproduce nature of the experiments.

Richard A. Oiani
Corrosion Research Center,
Department of Chemical Engineering
and Materials Sciences,
Institute of Technology,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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In the photos accompanying the Research News article about the 1993 annual meeting of the American Association of Physical Anthropologists by Elizabeth Culotta ("At each others' throats," 14 May, p. 893), the three hyoid bones were not depicted in identical orientations. The hyoid of a pig, shown at the bottom, should have been rotated so that the arms of the bone point upward in order to match the orientation of the modern human and Neanderthal hyoid bones shown in the upper and middle photos.

In Traci Watson's article "Task force: Level the playing field" (14 May, p. 888), a table reprinted from a report by the National Institutes of Health contained incorrect figures. The numbers in the column labeled "Diversity" should have read from top to bottom as follows: $-3,945, -9,121, +$10,511, $-343, -$3,631, $-3,249, -$1,664, $-5,967, and $-2,754.

In Elizabeth Culotta's article "Entrepreneurs say: "It's better to be the boss" (Special Section, Women in Science '93, 16 Apr., p. 406), Henry Etzkowitz was incorrectly described as a sociologist at Rutgers University." Dr. Etzkowitz is at the State University of New York at Purchase.

In the caption to the photograph of researchers, the caption should have read:

"Researchers using the UVP's GelMatch software for band matching, GelBase for gel documentation, and Imagestore for gel image storage and analysis."
Introducing The Peptide Synthesizer That Monitors Your Success.

Now there's an advanced system that can synthesize long, complex, high-quality peptides—automatically. The Model 433A Peptide Synthesis System from Applied Biosystems. Our innovative direct feedback monitoring technology gives you the control you need for successful peptide research.

Intelligent Feedback Control

The high performance 433A not only records synthesis progress, it compensates for difficult reactions—but only when necessary. Whether you use our built-in conductivity monitoring or take advantage of two additional monitoring channels, there's no need to predict hindered couplings, or to treat an entire peptide as troublesome. You save both time and reagents, while producing exceptional peptides, as these HPLC traces show. And because you determine how the instrument responds, you maintain hands-on control while gaining the walkaway convenience of automation.

Programming is quick and easy with our powerful new SynthAssist™ software and the Apple Macintosh® computer. The state-of-the-art programmability of this unique, fully integrated system lets you master virtually any synthesis.

Unrivaled Chemistry Flexibility

With our superior chemistry you're free to implement the strategy that's best for your peptide. Choose our enhanced FastMoc™ or Boc chemistries—or switch between them—and select from a range of synthesis scales and activation strategies.

As the leader in automated peptide synthesis, we've created a new-generation system for scientists shaping the future of peptide research. And we're committed to keeping you at the forefront with our proven protocols, responsive service and collaborative technical assistance.

Intelligence. Control. Flexibility. For more information on the extraordinary new system that monitors your success, phone Applied Biosystems today at: Australia (05) 898-7777, Benelux (0) 5465-7686, Canada (800) 684-6913, France (1) 4990 1800, Germany (0) 6150/101-0, Italy (02) 8912 6011, Japan (03) 3699-0700, U.K. (0925) 825650, U.S. (800) 345-5ABI.

© 1993 Applied Biosystems. SynthAssist™ and FastMoc™ are trademarks of Applied Biosystems. Macintosh® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Take the lead. Choose Genzyme.

To be a leader in the cytokine research race requires a combination of scientific excellence and superior reagents.

Genzyme can help accelerate your research by providing consistent quality, published applications, guaranteed performance, and next day delivery.

Genzyme offers the most complete line of mouse and human cytokine products:
- cytokines
- growth factors
- antibodies
- receptor reagents
- cell adhesion products
- ELISA Kits

For research only, not for use in diagnostic procedures.

For more information or to place an order, call 1-800-332-1042 (in USA) or contact your International Genzyme Distributor (see list below).

© Genzyme Corporation 1992
The new Diaphot® ... everything you've wished for!

We asked hundreds of inverted microscope users to make a wish list and incorporated their suggestions in the new Diaphot®. It features even brighter images, more flexibility, more multi-imaging capability, enhanced stability and comfort than its predecessor, without sacrificing any of its legendary optical performance.

The new Diaphot is designed to suit applications from basic cell culture to UV fluorescence, in-vitro fertilization, high resolution video microscopy, patch clamp technique, microphotometry and laser scanning confocal microscopy.

Discover how much more a new Diaphot will do for you.

Call 1-800-52-NIKON, EXT. 155.

Nikon
In today’s environment of shrinking budgets and lab space, the new J2-HC centrifuge is an ideal fit. It generates up to 18,000 rpm and 47,900 x g for high-speed separations, but it also has a full three-liter capacity for large-volume and multiple-sample processing. Plus, the J2-HC can even perform the functions of a refrigerated microcentrifuge and a microplate centrifuge. This versatile instrument, currently unlike any other instrument on the market, performs like four centrifuges, in one.

FOUR CENTRIFUGES IN ONE

HIGH SPEED: The new J2-HC accommodates Beckman’s complete line of high-speed rotors including the new unique JA-12 fixed angle, which runs 12 common 50 mL conical tubes without adapters.

HIGH CAPACITY: The new JS-4.3 swinging bucket rotor adds a new dimension to floor model capabilities. Run a range of labware, from 1.5 mL tubes to 750 mL bottles, with incredible versatility...you can choose to run 148 3 or 5 mL tubes, or three liters.

MICROCENTRIFUGE: The J2-HC is ideal for efficient processing of plasmid mini-preps. With the JA-18.1 rotor, it can spin 1.5 mL tubes at 33,260 x g.

MICROPLATE: From cytotoxicity studies to cloning, the J2-HC can handle your microplate applications, accommodating up to 12 microplates or four Deep-Well plates per run.

YOUR MOST EFFICIENT CHOICE

The J2-HC produces less heat and noise, while consuming less energy, than any other manufacturer’s floor model centrifuge due to its unique Friction Reduction System (FRS), which is built into all Beckman J2 Series centrifuges.

Dr. R. Rott, from the Institute of Virology at the University of Giessen, Germany, comments on the benefits of FRS: “Beckman’s FRS...considerably decreases energy requirements, positively affecting ambient temperature and supporting a concern for all of us, efficient use of energy.”

The high-speed, high-capacity J2-HC centrifuge is one more example of how The Beckman Plus adds speed, efficiency, and versatility to your research applications. For more information about applications of high-speed centrifugation or about the J2-HC, contact one of our local sales and service offices worldwide.
HOURS OF OPERATION

6 August 1993, Friday
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Employer/Candidate Registration and Interview Scheduling

7 -9 August 1993, Saturday-Monday
7:30 AM - 6:00 PM
8:00 AM - 5:30 PM
8:30 AM - 12:45 PM
Employer/Candidate Registration and Interview Scheduling
Interviews
Career Development Seminars: (Saturday and Sunday only)
"Career Change Issues: From Academia to Industry"
presented by Ed Bocko, Protran Resources, Inc.
"Career Development for Scientific Professionals with Emphasis on Skill Building/Team Approach"
presented by Kym Goddu, Pfizer, Inc.
"Job Opportunities of Tomorrow: Projections on Hiring Needs in Biotechnology"
presented by Ed Bocko, Protran Resources, Inc.

10 August 1993, Tuesday
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Interviews only

EMPLOYER BENEFITS

☑ Access to hundreds of top-notch candidates' resumes cross-referenced by discipline.
☑ Copy of the Employment Exchange Bulletins (pre- and post-meeting).
☑ On-site interview facilities and scheduling services at no additional charge.
☑ Unlimited position postings.
☑ Special rates for Science Innovation '93 exhibitors, nonprofit organizations, and AAAS Corporate Members.

CANDIDATE BENEFITS

☑ FREE enrollment for AAAS members. Low $10 fee for nonmembers.
☑ Current position openings in a variety of disciplines and experience levels.
☑ Access to full descriptions of all available positions.
☑ On-site Career Development Seminars.
☑ On-site interview facilities.
☑ Year-round Resume Referral Service.
☑ Employment Exchange Only fee for nonconference attendees. ($25 members; $50 nonmembers).

If you are presently in the job market, a student anticipating graduation in 1993, or if you are an employer with positions to be filled, and wish to take advantage of our efforts on your behalf, contact: Jacquelyn Roberts, Manager, AAAS Employment Exchange, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Phone: 202-326-6737.
A truly multipurpose centrifuge, the GS-15 combines the capabilities of a refrigerated microcentrifuge, microplate centrifuge, and general purpose centrifuge. Offering a top speed of 14,000 rpm and centrifugal force of 17,530, the new GS-15 centrifuge dramatically expands the researcher’s range of applications with one compact, versatile unit.

**MICRO TO MACRO APPLICATIONS**

You can rely on the GS-15 for microvolume separations such as pelleting, binding studies, nucleic acid work, immunoassays, protein extractions, and subcellular fractionation. Use the larger volume, multi-adapter swinging bucket rotor and the GS-15 doubles as a general purpose centrifuge. It accommodates virtually every popular tube — microvolume, 50 mL conical, 100 mL tubes, up to 180 mL bottles — expanding the centrifuge capabilities to allow pelleting cells and bacteria, clearing cell lysates and homogenates, preforming gradients, cell separations in gradients, phase separations, binding studies, and filtration.

**RUN PLATES, RACKS, AND MICROPLATES**

A unique microplate carrier allows the GS-15 to accommodate Deep-Well plates, MiniTube racks, and up to six microplates, making this the perfect centrifuge for pelleting, immunoassays, and DNA sequencing.

The versatility of the GS-15 centrifuge is one more example of how The Beckman Plus dramatically enhances the range of your research applications. For more information about applications of centrifugation or about the GS-15, contact one of our local sales and service offices worldwide. Additionally, VWR Scientific is an authorized distributor in the U.S.

**BECKMAN**

There Are Places You Expect To Find Water Hazards. Your Lab Shouldn't Be One Of Them.

Water hazards on a golf course can cost you a couple of strokes. In a lab, however, water hazards in the form of ions, pyrogens and organics can cost you months of research work.

That's why it's critical for you to have a water purification system that removes contamination instead of one that contributes to it. If you don't, you could end up like one of these facilities:

1. A lab doing protein purification with HPLC found that endotoxins in its water system contaminated proteins.
2. Organics in another facility's water system kept mammalian cells from growing in defined medium.
3. A semiconductor plant testing for copper had its chromatographic results ruined by contamination in their water system.
4. In yet another lab, phosphates being used to clean the water system got into the water used for polyacrylamide gels, rendering them useless.

In each of these cases, when the lab switched to a Milli-Q® Plus Water Purification System, all their problems disappeared.

That's because the Milli-Q Plus system delivers the highest quality water available: 1.5 liters per minute at 18 megohm and <10ppb TOC (with RO pretreatment).

To ensure you're always getting high quality water, the system tells you when the filter module needs changing.

And unlike other systems, changing our module is easy. Instead of separate bowls, our QPAK™ purification module has an all-in-one design that takes hardly any time to change out and prevents you from ever having to come in contact with wetted surfaces.

Also, because we don't use separate bowls, the system has virtually no hold-up volume. This results in faster flush-ups, along with reduced extractables and bacterial growth.

To further prevent water degradation, the system even recirculates water automatically every hour for approximately five minutes.

So beware of less expensive water purification systems that claim to do as good a job as the Milli-Q Plus system: They may prove hazardous to your work.

For additional information about the Milli-Q Plus system, including a brochure, technical bulletins and data sheet, call 1-800-225-1380.

Circle No. 13 on Readers' Service Card
**THE CAMFolio Approach to Understanding the Complex Phenomena of Leukocyte-Endothelial Interactions.**

Begin with the most comprehensive selection of unique monoclonal antibodies to human cell adhesion molecules. Portfolios of complementary molecules, formulated for multiple assays, give you the flexibility to explore multiple pathways of interest. Clone-specific references and documented functionality take the guesswork out of experimental design. By letting you define the variables, CAMFolio monoclonal antibodies give you more control over your research.

For information on CAMFolio monoclonal antibodies relevant to leukocyte-endothelial interactions or for a complete catalog of CAMFolio monoclonal antibodies, contact Becton Dickinson today.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAM-1 (E-selectin)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMP-140 (P-selectin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAM-1 (CD54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrin (α4 (VLA-4))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECAM-1 (L-selectin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA-1α (CD11A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA-1β (CD18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC-1 (CD11b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sialyl-Le^X^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCAM-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADDITIONS TO THE INTEGRIN AND NEURAL CELL ADHESION MOLECULE PORTFOLIOS.

Becton Dickinson
Advanced Cellular Biology
2350 Qume Drive
San Jose, CA 95121-1807
Ordering (800) 223-3226
Customer Support (800) 952-3222
Fax (408) 954-2009

Becton Dickinson Canada, Inc.
(416) 622-4820
Fax (416) 855-1243

Becton Dickinson European HQ
Erembodegem-Aalst, Belgium
(32) 53-720211
Fax (32) 53-720450

Nippon Becton Dickinson
Company, Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
(81) 3-3403-8891
Fax (81) 3-3403-5008

Becton Dickinson Worldwide Inc.
Singapore
(65) 861-0633
Fax (65) 860-1590

CAMFolio is a trademark of Becton Dickinson and Company.
CUSTOM DNA SYNTHESIS

PURE & SIMPLE
(and now more economical than ever)

☐ PRICE $2.50 per base plus setup

☐ SUPERB TECHNICAL SUPPORT
☐ IMPECCABLE QUALITY
☐ WORLD'S FASTEST SERVICE

MIDLAND
THE UNDISPUTED #1 CUSTOM DNA SYNTHESIS SERVICE
THE MIDLAND CERTIFIED REAGENT COMPANY
3112-A WEST CUTHBERT AVENUE
MIDLAND, TEXAS, 79701
PHONE 1-800-247-8766  FAX 1-915-694-2387

WORKING WITH CONGRESS
A Practical Guide for Scientists and Engineers

William G. Wells, Jr.
Available now for only $12.95 (AAAS members, $10.35)
Mail order to:
AAAS Books
PO Box 753
Department A72
Waldorf, MD 20604

Add $4 shipping per order. If you prefer, order by phone (VISA/ MasterCard only) 301-645-5643 (9am-4pm ET) and ask for AAAS or Fax 301-843-0159.
It’s Easy.
It Works.

NOVEX Pre-Cast Gels.

Many of your colleagues trust them. That’s why their labs are now using NOVEX Pre-Cast Gels for electrophoresis. Just slip a NOVEX gel into our leak-free Xcell II™ Mini-Cell and you’re ready to run in 30 seconds.

NOVEX has perfected the science of producing Pre-Cast Gels that give reproducible results every time. And we have over 100 gel types available for nearly any kind of experiment you’re running.

Best of all, we can put them in your hands right away. Our customers have enjoyed five years of prompt, uninterrupted deliveries. And so can you.

For a catalog of NOVEX Pre-Cast Gels and other electrophoresis products, call today: 1-800-556-6839.

NOVEX, 4202 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121, (619) 452-6634, FAX (619) 452-6635 • INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: AUSTRALIA NOVEX Australia Pty Ltd, (61) 2 486 3104 • AUSTRIA Ict Chemikalien Vertriebs, m.b.H., (43) 222 877 0941 • CANADA Helixx Technologies, (416) 750 8850 • FRANCE Prolabo, (33) 1 4923 1500 • GERMANY Anamed GmbH & Co., (49) 6251 73024 • HONG KONG Line Analytics Ltd, (852) 578-5839 • HUNGARY, POLAND, CZECHOSLOVAKIA INOVEL Handelsges. m.b.H., (43) 1 94 8599 • ISRAEL Tamar, (972) 2 520279 • KOREA Kona, (02) 578-1886/7 • SCANDINAVIA Kem-En-Tec A/S, (45) 39 27 17 77 • SWITZERLAND Ict AG Switzerland, (41) 61 302 0025 • TAIWAN Centec Scientific Inc., (886) 2 700 5548 • UNITED KINGDOM British Biotechnology Limited, (44) 235 529 449

Actual image: 10-20% Tricine Gel, lanes 1,2,4,6,7,9,10. Mark12™ standard (2.5kDa-200kDa), lanes 3,5,8: Turkey Muscle Extract.
OUR LC/MS CURES SPLITTING HEADACHES.

Our new LC/MS interface delivers high LC flow rates for direct LC/MS coupling without troublesome splitting. You also get the highest sensitivity available, even at high flow rates. We've engineered it for simple, rugged operation, and it runs automated analyses around the clock.

The source accepts a wide range of LC flow rates, up to 2 mL/min for Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI) and Electrospray Ionization (ESI). And you can switch between APCI and ESI in minutes.

Exclusive features give you sensitivity down to picogram or femtogram levels along with the flexibility to analyze virtually any compound.

Find out how easy LC/MS analysis can be by calling your Finnigan MAT office below or FAX (408) 433-4823.
If it's patented, it's bound to appear on Dialog

If you need to keep an eye on new products and emerging technologies, look into the patent collection on Dialog*. You'll see virtually every product you can imagine, and probably a few you can't.

The CLAIMS® file covers U.S. patents back to 1950, with special indexing terms for precise location. And you can view the full text of patents since 1971 in our new U.S. Patents Fulltext.

We've also added JAPIO, with three million unexamined Japanese patent applications since 1976. Derwent World Patents Index provides six million international patent abstracts, while INPADOC covers applications and registrations from 56 countries for the latest family and legal status information.

For prior art or patentability studies, consult our exhaustive, authoritative technical and scientific databases. Including CA Search® with over ten million chemical literature citations. Ei Compendex®Plus®, showcasing significant literature from The Engineering Index. And Medline® indexing over 3,700 international and U.S. journals covering every subject in biomedicine.

These capabilities, combined with unmatched content and coverage, make Dialog your best one-stop source of new product and technology data.

No matter what you're looking for, look into Dialog first. For a free list of our enhanced patents collection, call Dialog Sales at 800-3-DIALOG.

The Answer is in Dialog
Dialog Information Services, Inc. A Knight-Ridder Company

© 1991 Dialog Information Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304. All rights reserved. DIALOG is a service mark of Dialog Information Services, Inc., Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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Custom Transgenic Mouse Production

- Transgenic Mice Guaranteed
- Delivered in Less Than 12 Weeks
- Proven Capability with Over 500 Genes
- Certified Pathogen Free Mouse Colony
- Shipments to Many Locations Worldwide

DNX is the exclusive licensee to U.S. Patent #4,873,191 DNA Pronuclear Microinjection

DNX-Transgenic Services
303B College Rd. East
Princeton Forrestal Ctr.
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 520-0300

SAVE YOUR COPIES OF SCIENCE

These custom-made, imprinted cases and binders are ideal for protecting your valuable Science copies from damage. Each binder or case holds one volume of Science, or 13 weekly issues—order four binders or cases to hold a complete year of issues. Constructed from reinforced board and covered with durable, leather-like red material and stamped in gold, the cases are V-notched for easy access; binders have a special spring mechanism to hold individual rods which easily snap in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Binders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOMEN IN SCIENCE
"Gender and the Culture of Science"
SCIENCE 16 April 1993 Reprint

This 2nd annual cover story explores the many issues vital to female scientists and the companies and universities where they work. Are females unique in their approach to science? Are the issues facing American women global or are the barriers and frustrations different in Europe and Japan? Is there a female model for success in science? These questions and more will be raised in this important cover story.

To order your copy send $2.95 per copy (includes postage) to:

SCIENCE
Attn: Corrine Harris
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

$1.95 per copy on bulk orders of 10 or more copies
$25.00 minimum on Visa and MasterCard orders

Charge Orders (Minimum $15): Am Ex, Visa, MC, DC accepted. Send card name, #, Exp. date.

CALL TOLL FREE 7 days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Labconco’s concentration system utilizes centrifugal force and vacuum to rapidly evaporate solvents from biological or analytical samples.

- Process up to 72 samples at once.
- Warm samples with built-in heater to accelerate evaporation before centrifugation.
- Push a button to quickly release and replace rotors.
- Select from benchtop concentrator and cold trap or space-saving console.

Call now for your FREE brochure. Or take one for a spin by requesting a demonstration in your laboratory.

1-800-732-0031  FAX 1-816-363-0130
Labconco Corporation
8811 Prospect Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64132-2696
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Vignettes: Success

It is never wise to seek prominence in a field whose routine chores do not interest you.

—Eugene Wigner, in The Recollections of Eugene Wigner, as Told to Andrew Stanton (Plenum)

For those propelled on the Wheel of Fortune, heady pursuits like thinking have become a casualty of the time crunch.

—Lee Burns, in Busy Bodies: Why Our Time-Obsessed Society Keeps Us Running in Place (Norton)

Man has mounted science and is now run away with.

—Henry Adams, 1852, as quoted by Ian Inkster in Science and Technology in History (Rutgers University Press)

gene” (though the editors question Mendel’s designation as the founder of genetics). Preceding the treatment of the masterwork itself are a 37-page life of Mendel and an introduction supplying “minimum basic information” about plant breeding and about peas. There follow 120 pages of “text and interpretation.” Here Mendel’s text is set off in a separate typeface and broken into blocks of typically 60 to 100 lines, numbered for easy reference, with interpretative comments of equal or greater length interspersed. The interpretation is focused on the text as such, without reference to secondary sources. After an epilogue in which the authors comment in a general way on more recent developments, there are appendices describing fertilization and meiosis, giving the chronology of Mendel’s experiments, discussing problems having to do with the relation between the seed and its coat, and considering, with some elementary statistics, “where is the bias?” in the experiments.

Finally, the book contains a glossary, a bibliography of mostly historical works, and an index. In October Rutgers University Press will issue it in electronic form as a “HyperBook,” with special arrangements possible for classroom use.

—Katherine Livingston